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digitize your collection of cds and dvds into a
digital library with the cd/dvd digitizer! the tool
is based on a patented algorithm which uses
mp3 files as a source. using your optical drive,
you can easily: create an mp3 disc that can be
played on any computer, create an audio cd
from your mp3 files or burn an mp3 audio cd
from your pc. you can also create an mp3 audio
disc from a dvd, and the program automatically
detects video on a blank dvd! to digitalize audio
cds, simply drag the cd into the program and
the tool reads the tracks sequentially. no need
to use folders - all data is automatically
categorized for fast file management! what's all
this talk about making money? ashampoo
burning studio is a tool for entertainment, not
to get rich! but if you like to get a little extra for
your hard work, the program comes with
numerous business plans. you can sell the tools
you make or open your own online store where
you can sell your own products or sell other
people's tools. the income generated using the
tools can be transferred to your bank account
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or converted into gift cards. in addition, we've
created a new device manager and redesigned
the gui, which makes your task even more
comfortable. in addition, you can use functions
like a resizer for you're private videos and
rename your files, which are not supported in
the classical dvd ripper. one of the major new
features in ashampoo burning studio 23 is the
intermediate buffering which was previously
only available in cd+g hybrid burning mode. it
dramatically reduces the time required to burn
cds, dvds and other discs of all types. a
standard single-pass approach is now possible
for both cd and dvd types. the program also
supports the brand-new iso standard for storing
your own data on cd/dvd discs. no more wasted
cds or dvds, or spent time ripping your audio
tracks to disc. ashampoo burning studio 23
makes your audio discs and other media a
breeze!
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ashampoo burning studio 2021 features oneclick integration with many popular digital
photo and video products, so you can quickly
create slideshows. the advanced video editor
integrates not only video editing with image
editing, but also color correction, sound effects
and much more, so you can create your own
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video. videos can then be written to popular
media devices as dvd, blu-ray or even youtube
- and burning movies can be created from any
video source. burning studio 2021 also supports
formats such as 3d blu-ray, avi, dvd audio and
vob. blu-ray discs can be converted to normal
dvds and vice versa. ashampoo burning studio
offers the ultimate burning software. you can
burn your data discs, create videos and add
audio tracks using one comprehensive
program. it can even be used to create special
discs like 3d blu-ray and dvd or avi and vob
videos. you can find all you need in the
program - simply select the individual functions
from the main menu and let the program take
care of the rest. with single-click ease,
ashampoo burning studio lets you create data
discs, convert video and music, rip music cds,
burn software, dvds and blu-ray discs, burn
music and create video discs. it's a versatile
software with the power to burn data discs,
videos, music cds, dvds, blu-ray discs, and
create video discs. it's amazingly easy to use.
it's the new standard for burning data discs.
with single-click ease, you can burn data discs,
create videos, rip music cds, burn software,
dvds, blu-ray discs, and create video discs. try
the free version of the versatile ashampoo
burning studio and see what it has to offer. it's
easy to use, and has everything you need to
burn data discs, create videos, rip music cds,
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burn software, dvds, blu-ray discs, and create
video discs. it's amazingly easy to use. you can
access and modify all editing and burning
functions via the program's various menus, and
its intuitive user interface makes it easy to use.
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